
 

Year 2 - Learning At Home - Term 3 - Week 2 
It is very important that the learning at home program maintains a harmonious family life.  If things 

aren’t working out on any given day, please take a break or stop for the day. We are here to help and 
support you - please let us know if you are having any problems. Remember, it takes a village to raise a 

child! 
 

We ask that students complete each activity in their workbook, and when requested, 

share their work on Seesaw. Look for the Seesaw icon to know what to upload each 

day! All other work should be completed in your work book.  This work should be 

completed as you would complete it in your class by using a greylead pencil, ruling 

off each task and dating your work each day. Your classroom teacher will be 

requesting that student work books be brought back to school when school resumes.  

 

Each day at 9.15am, we invite all students to log in to Webex for a daily class check in. This is a fun way to 

engage with their teacher and other classmates.  

Time Day Focus 

 
 
9.15am 

Monday Meet ‘n’ Greet & Seesaw expectations 

Tuesday Webex expectations 

Wednesday Invite students to share something from the week 

Thursday Check in on the week/student questions/feedback 

Friday Friday Fun Day! 

 
Webex Daily Catch-Up Details:  

Start Time: 9:15am 
Below are the login details for each class: 

 

Class Meeting 
Number  

Password Web Browser Link 

2A 165 893 4318 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mcf
4e1e9868c94404e929e78414d63995 

2H 165 133 1906 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m5
eab811d85ad6330e92f13d850aa0dc8 

2D 165 430 2901 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mc
73f693bca41d65f9ac77de62233f8d1 
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Day 1 
Reading 
 

Assigned 
Task 

 
 

 

FOCUS: Poetry  
You will find the task on Seesaw.  There is also an extension or additional activity for this poem (see Optional 
Activities at the end of this document)  

 
The Jabberwocky 
ttps://youtu.be/Q_Um3787fSY 

 
Reciting "Jabberwocky" 
https://youtu.be/PD1roQbrNsM 

 
Independent Reading: (30 minutes) 
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online 
username: newportlakes    password: newport 

Writing 
 

FOCUS: Identifying Nouns and Verbs 

Nouns are the names of people, places or things around us. 

Verbs are action words. 

 

Task: Read the simple sentences below. Rewrite each sentence into your work book in your BEST handwriting. Put a 

circle around the noun. Put a line underneath the verb. (See 

example) 

1. The sun is shining. 

2. The fish is swimming. 

3. The wind is blowing. 

4. The  yellow ducks were waddling to the deep pond. 

5. The tiny chihuahua was chasing the mouse across the road.  

*Write at least 3 of your own sentences. Once you have written the sentence in your best writing put a circle around 

the nouns in your sentence and a line underneath your verbs. 

Maths 
 

Assigned 
Task 

 

FOCUS: Recognising and Sorting Coins 
 
Task: Using the Seesaw App, complete the set tasks: 
 
Activity 1: Match the coins and notes to the values. 
Activity 2: Order the money values from smallest to largest. 
Activity 3: Can you make $5 in 3 different ways? 
Activity 4: Find 5 different ways of representing 5 coins and 2 
notes.  

P.E 
 

 
 

Use Seesaw to watch a short PE welcome and explanation video. 
Opening/Warm-up – Complete the short warm-up routine found in the link. Try to copy the actions of the monkey 
to avoid the friendly monsters. 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=exercises+for+kids&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dexercises%2bfor%2bkids%26qpvt%3dexercises%2bfor%2bkids%26FORM
%3dVDRE&view=detail&mid=B08E118B4265E9FD04F3B08E118B4265E9FD04F3&&FORM=VDRVRV 
 

Overarm throwing – We are continuing to work on our overarm throwing technique. This week we are focusing 
more on throwing for accuracy which means we are aiming at a target. Watch the link below and copy the activities 
shown in the clip.         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kO1P5NZyR8 
 
Finish off by playing an overarm throwing game called ‘Fire the Cannons’. It is okay if you do not have all of the 
equipment you see in the clip. You can use other things as the targets. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLN_sGry3DI 
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Day 2 

Reading 
Assigned 

Task 

 
 

 

FOCUS: Poetry 
Poem and Task are on Seesaw.  There is also an extension or additional activity for 
this poem (see Optional Activities at the end of this document)  
 
Shared Text: ‘My Worry Box’ 
Poems for Kids - My Worry Box   https://youtu.be/sivJQK7-yfc 
 
Independent Reading: (30 minutes) 
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online 
username: newportlakes    password: newport 

Maths 
Document 
Attached 
below: 

 

FOCUS: Skip Counting Money 
Warm Up: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/coins-game 
Play the coins game above. Make sure you select Australian coins or it could get a bit confusing! 

 
 
Task: Complete the skip counting money activity attached at the end of the document and stick into your work book.  

Writing 
 

Assigned 
Task 

 

FOCUS: We are learning to identify nouns and verbs and to understand their job in a sentence. 
Task: Read through the poem, Where the Sidewalk Ends by Shel Silverstein on Seesaw.  

 

Follow the instructions on Seesaw to complete this task.  

Once you have completed the Seesaw task, use your work book to write an 

adjective to add detail to the nouns you have found in the poem.  Adjectives are 

words that tell us more about the noun by describing them or adding details. 

  

Look at your noun list. Can you think of a word to 

add detail to your noun. 

For example, sidewalk is a noun. Think of some 

words to describe a sidewalk. Long sidewalk, 

cracked sidewalk, steep sidewalk. Try adding 2 

adjectives to describe a noun. For example, ‘old 

concrete sidewalk.’ See Example 

ART 

 
 

Week 2 – Artist of the Week: Georgia O’Keeffe 
Check out Seesaw for the Art activities for this week.  
Please upload your drawings to the Art folder.  
Activity 1: Draw a Poppy 
Activity 2: Draw a landscape 
Activity 3: Free Choice Drawing 
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Day 3 

Reading 
 

 
 

FOCUS: Poetry  
Poem and Task are on Seesaw.   
 
Shared Text: ‘Us Two’ by A. A Milne  
A Poem Is -’Us Two’ by AA Milne read by Catherine Tate 
https://youtu.be/X-fAY-5R7HY 
 
Independent Reading: (30 minutes) 
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they 
may have at home. Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: 
Sunshine Online     username: newportlakes    password: newport 

Writing FOCUS: We are learning to write a cinquain poem 

Task: To write cinquain poems using nature  as our inspiration 
 
Cinquain Poems 
Line 1: One word (noun) 
Line 2: Two words (adjectives) 
Line 3: Three words (verbs) 
Line 4: Four words (description) 
Line 5: One word (different noun, similar to the first noun) 
 
Example: Topic- Tree 

Maths 

 
Assigned 

Task 

 
 

FOCUS: Counting Coins 
Warm Up: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/toy-shop-money/aud 
Play the toy shop money game above.  

 
 
Task: Using the Seesaw App, complete the set counting tasks: 
There are 7 slides to complete. The tasks get more challenging as you go 
through the slide so only complete the slides you can.  

Music  
 

 
  
 

This week, you have several different activities to select from. Choose one or two of the activities to complete! 
You will have all of the activity links by HERE to access your virtual music room.  
 
SINGING; This week, we are going to look at a song called ‘Can’t Be Broken’ Twin Forks. Listen to it a few times and 
have a sing with the lyrics found in your virtual music room. There are also some questions for you to answer about 
the song. You can either write the answers down in a notebook, or discuss with a family member. Have fun! 
LISTENING; This week, we are going to be working with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra again, but they are 
going to teach us about a famous composer called Beethoven. Watch some or all of the videos in the virtual 
classroom called ‘Beethoven Bites; Bite 1’. This focuses on his 7th symphony that he wrote of a full orchestra. There 
are also some questions in the virtual classroom you can answer.  
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Day 4 

Reading 

 
  

FOCUS: Poetry  
Poem and Task are on Seesaw. 
Shared Text: ‘The fish that couldn't climb trees’ by Steve Atewell 
Poems for children: ‘The fish that couldn't climb trees’ - funny kids poetry 
https://youtu.be/csbban5TtQk 
 
Independent Reading: (30 minutes) 
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they 
may have at home. 
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online 
username: newportlakes    password: newport 

Writing FOCUS: We are learning to write a cinquain poem 

Task: To write cinquain poems using food  as our inspiration 
 
Cinquain Poems 
Line 1: One word (noun) 
Line 2: Two words (adjectives) 
Line 3: Three words (verbs) 
Line 4: Four words (description) 
Line 5: One word (different noun, similar to the first noun) 
 
Example: Topic- Ice cream 

Maths 
Assigned 

Task 

 

FOCUS: Money Challenge- Building Amounts 
 
Task: Seesaw Activity: Using notes and coins, find up to 3 different ways to build 
to the amount in each challenge. These tasks become more challenging as you 
work through them so make sure you stick to the levels you’re most comfortable 
with. 
 
Challenge 1: Make $2.00 - 3 different ways 
Challenge 2: Make $5.00 - 3 different ways 
Challenge 3: Make $10.00 - 3 different ways 
Challenge 4: Make $17.50 - 3 different ways 
Challenge 5: Make $85.00 - 3 different ways 

Health 
 
 

FOCUS: Positivity  
Being positive means ‘looking on the bright side’ and looking for at least one small good bit within everything that 
happens. Watch the story of ‘Two Frogs in Trouble’ (a fable from Russia).  One of the two frogs always looks on the 
bright side of things. 

● When have you been positive or looked on the bright side? 
● Start each day in with a positive song, such as: 

 What a Wonderful World, Here Comes the Sun, Zip-a-dee-doo-dah 
Showing Gratitude.  Gratitude is being thankful for the big things (like having a warm bed to sleep in) and the little 
things (like sharing a moment of sunshine, or having a warm cat to stroke).  

● Draw a tree on a big piece of paper, or use the template available at the end of the document.  
● Draw a leaf on the tree each day, inside your leaf write a word or draw a picture to show what you are 

grateful for. 
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Day 5 

Reading 

 
  

 

FOCUS: Poetry and Fluency  
Poem and Task are on Seesaw. 
 
Independent Reading: (30 minutes) 
Students read their take home readers and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Sunshine Online is also available for use at home: Sunshine Online 
username: newportlakes    password: newport 

Writing FOCUS: We are learning to write a cinquain poem 

Task: To write cinquain poems using an animal  as our 
inspiration 
 
Cinquain Poems 
Line 1: One word (noun) 
Line 2: Two words (adjectives) 
Line 3: Three words (verbs) 
Line 4: Four words (description) 
Line 5: One word (different noun, similar to the first noun) 
 
Example: Topic- Snake 

Maths 
Document 
Attached 
below: 

 

FOCUS: Recognising Money Amounts 
Warm Up: https://static.moneysmart.gov.au/teaching/resources/pay-the-price/index.html# 
Play the Pay the Price game above. Try all 3 Levels! 

 
Task: Shopping Fun 
Complete the Activity sheet below by drawing the coins you would use to buy each of the items. Make sure you 
draw them the correct size eg; 50c should be bigger than 5c. (Shape is not so important!) 

Indonesian

 

Halo anak-anak kelas dua. Apa kabar? (How are you?) Let’s start the lesson with a song. Do you remember Satu 
Satu? Click on the link and sing along 
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/indonesian/audio/Satu%20satu.mp3 
 
In Indonesian this term our topic is “Clothes”. Here is the list of the words we learned last week. 

 
Now, let’s practice saying the words. Click on the link below to hear the words. Make sure you repeat each word. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXVAZeb5dB0 
 
Task: In your workbook, on a new page, write the heading PAKAIAN (Clothes). The 
worksheet is attached at the end of this document.Draw 5 clothes lines in your work 
book. Cut and paste the clothes on your worksheet onto the clothes lines in your 
work book and write a sentence below each one. 
Use ada (there is / are) 
 
Example: Ada empat kaos kaki (There are four socks)  
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Optional / Additional Learning Activities  
STEM  Making Shelters 

What will you need:  
● bark, sticks and leaves 
● feathers, rocks and grass 
● clay, playdough or sand 
● animals (soft toys or figurines)  

 
What to do: 

1. Spread the clay, playdough or sand to make a flat surface.  
2. Talk to your parents or adult about animals and people, and their need for shelter. Think about why, 

what types and the materials that could be used for a shelter.  
3. Go outside and collect some of the materials listed above. 
4. Choose a toy animal and build them a shelter with the materials you collected.  
5. You could share your shelter on Seesaw if you're really proud of it and record yourself talking about your 

shelter.  
 
Links to more information: 
Watch how Danny builds a shelter: https://shelters.theorb.tas.gov.au/view/lean-to/construction 

P.E If you feel like doing a little extra, click on the link below and complete an indoor scavenger hunt. How many items 
can you find? 
https://i.pinimg.com/236x/bc/19/d2/bc19d295cd9a3307a100075179f7336e.jpg 

READING Day 1: There is a copy of the Jabberwocky lyrics at the end of this planner. Trim with scissors and glue into your 
workbook. Use a coloured pencil to circle all the verbs you can find in the poem. Use a different colour to highlight 
the words that rhyme. If you are very curious you can go to this link and look up on the Jabberwocky glossary to 
help clarify 5 unknown words. 
 
Day 2: Cut the lyrics for the poem ‘The Worry Box’ and glue into your workbook. In your workbook draw a picture of 
a Worry Box and write down any worries that you might have so you can lock them away and sleep well tonight. 

MATHS  Challenge 1: Animal Money 
Each letter of the alphabet has an amount. 
Add the value of each animal word to find out how much that animal is worth. (See attached template below) 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

50c 20c 10c 5c $2 $5 70c 15c $10 50c $1 10c $5 

  

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

$5 10c $1 50c $10 15c 70c $5 $2 5c 10c 20c 50c 

 
Challenge 2: Subtracting Money 
Seesaw Task: Optional Additional Challenge: Subtracting with Money 
Watch the instructional video to assist with this task.  
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Day 1: Poem - The Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll 
 

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 

   Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 

All mimsy were the borogoves, 

   And the mome raths outgrabe. 

"Beware the Jabberwock, my son 

   The jaws that bite, the claws that catch! 

Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun 

   The frumious Bandersnatch!" 

He took his vorpal sword in hand; 

   Long time the manxome foe he sought— 

So rested he by the Tumtum tree, 

   And stood awhile in thought. 

And, as in uffish thought he stood, 

   The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame, 

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood, 

   And burbled as it came! 

One, two! One, two! And through and through 

   The vorpal blade went snicker-snack! 

He left it dead, and with its head 

   He went galumphing back. 

"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock? 

   Come to my arms, my beamish boy! 

O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!" 

   He chortled in his joy. 

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 

   Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 

All mimsy were the borogoves, 

   And the mome raths outgrabe. 

This poem is in the public domain. 
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Shopping Fun 

You are at your school fair. Draw which coins you could use to buy: 
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Optional Additional Task: Animal Money 
Each letter of the alphabet has an amount. 
Add the value of each animal word to find out how much that animal is worth. 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

50c 20c 10c 5c $2 $5 70c 15c $10 50c $1 10c $5 

  

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

$5 10c $1 50c $10 15c 70c $5 $2 5c 10c 20c 50c 
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Indonesian 
Cut out the items of clothing and paste them onto clothes lines that you have drawn 
in your book. Write sentences under each clothes line. Eg. Ada empat kaos kaki 
(There are four socks) 

Write the heading PAKAIAN 
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